Abstract-This paper presents a new factorization technique for hyperspectral signal processing based on a constrained singular value decomposition (SVD) approach. Hyperpectral images typically have a large number of contiguous bands that are highly correlated. Likewise the field of view typically contains a limited number of materials and the spectra are also correlated. Only a selected number of bands, the extreme bands that include the dominant materials spectral signatures, are needed to express the data. Factorization can provide a means for interpretation and compression of the spectral data. Hyperspectral images are represented as non-negative matrices by graphic concatenation, with the pixels arranged into columns and each row corresponding to a spectral band. SVD and principal component analysis enjoy a broad range of applications, including, rank estimation, noise reduction, classification and compression, with the resulting singular vectors forming orthogonal basis sets for subspace projection techniques. A key property of non-negative matrices is that their columns/rows form non-negative cones, with any non-negative linear combination of the columns/rows belonging to the cone. Data sets of spectral images and time series reside in non-negative orthants and while subspaces spanned by SVD include all orthants, SVD projections can be constrained to the non-negative orthants. In this paper we utilize constraint sets that confine projections of SVD singular vectors to lie within the cones formed by the spectral data. The extreme vectors of the cone are found and these vectors form a basis for the factorization of the data. The approach is illustrated in an application to hyperspectral data of a mining area collected by an airborne sensor.
Introduction
Hyperspectral data consist of images collected at many spectral channels (or bands). Hyperspectral images can be converted into data matrices by lexigraphic concatenation, assigning each channel into a row and each pixel spectrum to a column. These data matrices are non-negative, i.e., all matrix elements are positive or zero. The singular value decomposition (SVD) provides the best rank approximation to a data matrix in the Frobenius norm, making it ideal for both noise reduction and for data compression. This feature often has been exploited to estimate the number of dominate material components present in spectral data. A data matrix, A, of L rows, M columns and a rank or pseudorank of N is represented by its SVD as
where U is an L by N matrix of orthonormal vectors, u k the left singular vectors. V is an M by N matrix of orthonormal vectors and v k the right singular vectors. The matrix Λ is an N by N diagonal matrix of singular values, λ k . Here the singular values are assumed to be in descending order, λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ N .
Pseudo-Rank
If all singular values beyond the N th are zero the matrix is of rank N. More commonly a criterion is used to decide where to truncate the expansion under the assumption that the remaining terms correspond to noise. The truncated number N is then called the pseudo-rank. In this way the SVD is used for noise reduction, with the assumption that the remaining singular vectors only contain noise. The pseudo-rank has also been used as an estimate of the number of unique bands and the number of unique materials represented in a spectral data set, making it an important number to obtain for interpretation. Assuming that there are N linear independent vectors implies there are N unique materials and N unique bands, thus interpretation can be achieved via a linear mixing model where a basis of material spectral or band images can be used in a constrained least squared process to factor the spectral matrix.
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of the problem is the determination of the most appropriate value for the pseudo-rank. The divide between singular vectors containing useful information and those containing noise is grey. Variations in illumination and material reflectance at a minimum affect the intensity of a materials spectrum. Together with multiple scattering of light from the ground surface and the atmosphere, materials may need to be modeled with more than one spectrum. Most of the energy of an SVD expansion results from the dominate materials in an image while the spectral variations of materials or additional rare materials can contribute at levels within the noise [1] .
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Non-Negative Rank
Recently additional approaches to estimating [2, 3] the pseudo-rank have been developed that utilize the non-negativity of the column mean of a non-negative matrix. These "virtual" dimension methods are being used regularly as a basis for estimating the appropriate pseudo-rank.
All of the efforts have been based on the assumption that in the absence of noise, there is a one to one correspondence between true rank and the number of abundant and rare components, that is, all of the components form a linearly independent set. While linear independence of a set of vectors requires that no vector of the set be represented as a linear combination of the remaining vectors of the set, non-negative linear independence of a set of non-negative vectors requires that no vector of the set can be represented as a non-negative linear combination of the remaining vectors. The appropriate useful quantity is thus the non-negative rank. The non-negative rank does not necessarily coincide with the rank. The concept and determination of non-negative rank is still an active subject of research [4, 5] . Its value is bounded by the rank of the matrix, N, and the smaller of the row/column dimensions of the matrix. Unfortunately there are no algorithms that predict its value [6] .
We introduce in this paper a cone model for nonnegative row or column vectors of a spectral matrix and use it to place constraints on projections of the singular vectors [7] . The resulting projections can be processed to extract extreme vectors of the cone, the number of which can exceed the rank of the constraint matrix and the data matrix. Once the extreme vectors have been identified in the data, their contributions can be determined by a constrained least squares fitting procedure, or by an oblique projection technique. The approach is outlined in Section 2 and demonstrated in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Approach

Non-Redundant Constraints and Extreme Vectors
It is useful to introduce the cone concept for identifying extreme vectors in spectral matrices. Spectral matrices are non-negative. In the following, an approach is to determine extreme vectors in spectral matrices is presented, based on identifying non-redundant constraints that appear in enforcing non-negative linear combination requirements for cone vectors. The column cone (rows) of a non-negative matrix A is formed from all non-negative combinations of its columns (rows). By definition, all vectors, a, of the column cone satisfy
Extreme vectors (rows) cannot be represented by a positive linear combination of other vectors (rows) in the data. Non-extreme vectors (rows) can be modeled by a positive linear combination of extreme vectors (rows). The extreme vectors of the column cone will have all components of p equal to zero except for its own component which will be unity. This constraint condition can be applied directly to the singular vectors.
The approach is to find appropriate projections of the singular vectors determined by singular value decomposition. We work directly with SVD together with constraints that confine the singular vector projections to the cones formed the columns and rows of the matrix. The constraint that singular vector projections, be restricted to the cone are formed by using Equations (1) and (2) as
and thus the vectors a can be projected from the left singular vectors and the constraint relation for the projection coefficients, z, is
with
In a totally analogous way row cones can be defined via the transpose A T . The row cone is defined as all vectors, b satisfying
and in terms of the right singular vectors as
The constraint relation for right singular projection coefficients w is thus
In the above, G and H are the constraint matrices (for column and row, respectively). We concentrate here on the row cone and row inequality constraints (Equation (8)), as the processing of the column cone is totally analogous. We first recall that dimension of H is L × N, where L is the number of spectral channels (bands) and N is the matrix rank. The length of the column vector w is N, which is in general much smaller than L. The system of inequalities in Equation (8), formed by the rows of H, therefore contains many redundancies, that need to be reduced to a set of nonredundant equations. The removal procedure will allow identification of extreme vectors.
From the products in Equations (7) and (8), we note that the constraint matrix H has one row for each column of A T , a band of the spectral matrix while the elements of each column of H are associated with a left singular vector (u k ) of A in order of decreasing singular value. The rows of H form a set of linear homogeneous inequalities, Hw ≥ 0. The determination of the extreme vectors of A T can then be accomplished by the reduction of the inequalities to a set of non-redundant inequalities. Redundant inequalities are those that can be removed from the set without changing the feasible region [8] , and hence without changing the cone of A T . The removal of redundant constraints is an important process in linear and non-linear programming and there is continuing research in this field [9] . Reducing the inequalities redundancies amounts to finding the extreme (non-redundant) rows of H. Once the nonredundant rows of H have been identified, the corresponding columns of A T now identify the extreme band images of A.
Determining the Non-Redundant Constraints
Our approach in this paper relies on elementary properties of inequalities. First, an inequality multiplied by a positive constant remains an inequality of the same sign, and second, a positive linear combination of inequalities also leads to an inequality of the same sign. Spectral images with many pixels containing the same material will have nearly identical spectra and nearly identical constraints. Thus the first property can be used to cluster rows of the constraint matrix, H, into groups. All but one row of each group will be redundant. However, a more general approach is needed for rows that are far from group centers, those that correspond to spectrally mixed images.
We use a step-wise oblique projection technique to determine the non-redundant constraints. There are two tasks performed in each step. First a constraint row is identified as an extreme, second this row is projected from all remaining rows that are not identified as extreme. Our selection process of extremes is based on the particular features of the constraint matrix H. There is a direct correspondence between the column indices and the singular vectors (see Equations (1) and (8)). The first column of H is proportional to the first left singular vector, u 1 of A, the second column to the second, u 2 and finally the N th column and the N th u N . We can thus identify extreme vectors as those with small first coefficient relative to the remaining ones. We select the first extreme row as the row with the smallest relative contribution of the first coefficient. The remaining extreme rows are selected using a projection procedure decribed next.
Oblique Projections
The projection procedure removes the current identified extreme from the remaining rows by oblique projections. An oblique projection [10] is defined as
An oblique projection differs from an orthogonal pro-
in that the vector y is not necessarily parallel with vector x. The oblique projection chosen is as close to an orthogonal projection as possible while constraining the resulting current and previous projection coefficients to be non-negative. All previous projection coefficients are updated during the projection and either the projection is orthogonal or a previous coefficient is driven to zero and the projection is constrained to be oblique. After the projection we select the row with the largest residual in the ∞ norm. The choice of the ∞ norm results in the selection of the vector with the largest magnitude error in a coefficient associated with one of the singular vectors. Whenever the projection is oblique the active constraint removes a previous projection from the particular model [11] . The processing is illustrated by a simple example. Let the ith row of H, h i be the first extreme vector selected. Its projection is removed from all the remaining unselected k th rows h k yielding
where c i,k are the projection coefficients, which are required to be positive. The projection will be orthogonal if c i,k ≥ 0, otherwise, c i,k is set to zero. Let the j th row be selected as the second extreme vector. It's removal from all the remaining kth rows is,
The projection coefficient c j,k must satisfy
If the constraint is satified, the orthogonal projection is removed. If the orthogonal projection coefficient is larger than c i,k /c i,j , it must be replaced by c i,k /c i,j , that is an oblique projection is applied. The oblique projection leads to the removal of the 1 st extreme from the k th row model, yielding,
Replacement is based on the fact that an oblique projection will decrease the residual, provided that the coefficient is bound by zero and twice the orthogonal projection coefficient. If a coefficient of a previous extreme can be driven to zero with a oblique projection with coefficient less than twice the orthogonal projection coefficient, a replacement takes place otherwise the row is not changed, as no reduction in residual is possible. The number of extreme, non-redundant, rows will typically exceed the rank of H. We restrict the total number of modeling vectors to this rank; once this rank is reached, a new vector is added only if the coefficient of a previous vector can be driven to zero [12] . Either the current extreme vector replaces a previous one or the row is not updated by the current vector. The selected option is the one that yields the smallest residual. The stopping criteria for the algorithm can be based on either the magnitude or the residual or an input maximum number of non-redundant inequalities to select. As the number of non-redundant inequalities will in general exceed N, and can be much larger, the maximum number criteria should be chosen large. If chosen too large, a number of the "non-redundant" inequalities will be nearly identical and so the output can be post-processed via clustering to further remove some redundancies. The end result is a set of extreme Figure 1 . Representative pixel reflectance spectra selected from the Cuprite Nevada data collection, shown in the high signal to noise bands selected for processing.
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rows and a set of non-negative projection coefficients that model the redundant rows as non-negative linear combinations of the extremes rows.
Non-Negative Factorization of the Matrix
Once rows of A have been identified as extreme, there remains the process of finding the non-negative expansion coefficients to complete the factorization. This is a constrained linear mixing problem. However a standard constrained least squares algorithm that requires the inverse or pseudo-inverse will not be appropriate as the number of extremes will in general exceed the pseudorank N of A. The matrix of the extremes will then be exceedingly ill-conditioned and the inverse may not exist. One approach to this problem is to select the N extremes that are the most abundant, those with the most resulting non-zero projection coefficients, and perform a constrained least squares with these. The resulting residual and expansion coefficient arrays can then be further processed with the remaining extremes using the replacement procedure described above. Alternatively, the oblique projection technique [11, 12] used for the inequality constraints can be applied directly. The latter option was chosen for this work with the restriction of end-member selection to the list of columns identified as extreme by the linear inequality constraints problem. Residuals were calculated in the 2 norm.
Application
The approach is applied to a spectral reflectance image data set [13] of the Cuprite Nevada mining area that was collected by the NASA Airborne Visual and InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) [14] . The AVIRIS sensor collects images in 224 contiguous bands from 400 nm to 2450 nm wavelengths. A (200 × 200) pixel subarray from the upper right hand corner of the fourth data set was selected for processing, a total of 40, 000 pixel spectra. The data are expressed as reflectance times 10, 000.
We preprocessed the data removing bands 1-4, 104-113, 148-167 and 221-224 due to low signal to noise and/or strong atmospheric absorption. Sample pixel spectra are illustrated in Figure 2 and sample band images are illustrated in Figure 1 . Each spectrum contained 186 high signal to noise bands. Prior estimates of the number of components from two popular new techniques [2, 3] lead to a range of predictions [3, 15] of between 14 and 25 components, even though most of SVD energy is in the 1st eight to ten singular vectors [3] . Given the wide range of estimates, we arbitrarily selected 16 as the SVD expansion length of the Cuprite array and processed the resulting linear homogeneous constraints as described above. A cutoff number of non-redundant inequalities was chosen as 40, a number expected to exceed the number of unique band images. Many of the 40 band images were very similar. These were grouped using a simple leader clustering algorithm, QUICK [16] . The algorithm does not require the number of clusters as input, only a Euclidian distance threshold that was selected as 0.001. The process leads to an estimate of 20 non-redundant inequalities, and 20 unique band images. The Cuprite spectral image matrix was factored using the oblique projection technique with the 20 band images. The standard deviation for the reflectance residual ranges from 0-1% of the band reflectances. The expansion coefficients are the fractional contributions of the extreme bands. These are illustrated in Figures 3, 4 [17] [18] [19] are most pronounced require several more closely spaced extreme bands, as illustrated in Figure 5 .
Conclusions
The interpretation of spectral images and time series based on matrix factorization is a challenging area of research. Confounding the interpretation is the identification of the number of components present. The well known property of matrix rank provides the number of linearly independent components (rows/columns) present in the data but noise obscures the estimate of rank. The more relevant non-negative rank that provides the number of non-negative independent components present in the data is an elusive quantity that is bounded by the rank and the smaller of the number of rows/columns of the matrix. The number of extreme points in a cone also typically exceeds the rank and may provide a useful approach. The current approach, illustrated here for spectral band selection, is being extended to factorization by pixel spectra in addition to bands. The major difference is in the number of constraints. For bands the constraints number in the hundreds; for the Cuprite data, there are 224 bands; for pixel spectra however, the number of constrains range from tens of thousands to several hundred thousand; for the Cuprite data used here, there are (200 × 200) pixels and 40, 000 constraints. Dr. John Gruninger is a Principal Scientist at Spectral Sciences, Inc. His research interests include algorithm development for hyperspectral sensors and atmospheric radiation transport phenomena. Hyperspectral algorithm developments include constrained subspace projection techniques for detection and classification, rapid autonomous endmember selection, environmental and atmospheric effects on sub-pixel detection, and the identification and analysis of plume species. In addition he is developing techniques to fuse ultra-violet, visible and near infrared with thermal infrared data to enhance thermal atmospheric corrections, spatial resolution and material identification. Dr. Gruninger research interests also include atmospheric radiation transport. In this area, he has developed perturbation models for atmospheric structure models for gravity waves, turbulence on radiation transport, and display models for images of these structures.
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